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Scoring Rubric
Overview
Charity Intelligence (Ci) uses a dual scoring rubric to avoid scoring all output and outcome data equally,
regardless of a program’s significance to your charity’s overall work. For overarching questions about your
charity’s operations, Ci uses the one-column scoring rubric. For questions that look for information that can be
reported separately for diﬀerent programs, Ci uses the three-column rubric. If you are a one-program charity,
your Results Reporting score will be scored primarily with the one-column rubric.
Consider this case: a charity provides detailed output and outcome data for a program that receives 5% of total
program spending. For the remaining programs (which receive 95% of the charity's resources), there is no data
reported. If Ci treated all output and outcome data equally, the charity might score quite high. Ci developed the
three-column rubric to properly acknowledge charities that report well across all (or most) programs.
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Results Reporting
Framework
Your charity’s Results Reporting Grade is determined by 26 'Keystone' questions, which can be divided into
six sections.
No. of

Section

Components

Questions

Strategy

4

Activities

2

Mission | Strategic Plan
Problem Statement | Problem Quantification
Program Structure | Program Spending
Quantified Outputs | Quantified Beneficiaries

Outputs (by program)

7

Data Trends | Data Comparability | Data Timeliness
Quantified Output Goals | Data Accuracy
Mention of Outcomes | Quantified Outcomes

Outcomes (by program)

8

Data Trends | Data Comparability | Data Timeliness
Outcome Longevity | Quantified Outcome Goals
Data Accuracy

Quality

3

Reliability | Clarity | Balance

Learning

2

Program-related Learning | Informed Program Changes

Four of the Keystone 26 Questions use the one-column rubric. The remaining 22 use the three-column
rubric.
One-column rubric:
SECTION

QUESTIONS

Strategy

Q1: Mission

Activities
Quality

Q5: Program Structure
Q6: Program Spending
Q23: Clarity

Three-column rubric:
SECTION

QUESTIONS
Q2: Strategic Plan

Strategy

Q3: Problem Discussion
Q4: Problem Quantification

Outputs

All questions

Outcomes

All questions

Quality
Learning

Q22: Reliability
Q24: Balance
All questions

Results Reporting
Glossary
Activities: The actions, work, processes, tools, and events in which a charity engages to produce outputs.
Activities mobilize inputs including funds, volunteer work, donated goods and other resources in order to
implement a program.
Beneficiary: The individuals, groups or organizations that benefit from a charity’s programs and activities.
Indicator: A quantitative or qualitative variable measured in order to track outputs and outcomes, and to
evaluate achievement, performance, changes, and consequences of the charity’s work.
Input: Any resource, including funds, volunteer hours, donated goods, pro-bono services, etc., that an
organization mobilizes to generate outputs.
Outcome: The consequences and cumulative eﬀects of a charity's outputs over time on the beneficiaries,
communities, and causes the charity serves.
Output: The quantifiable services and products produced as an immediate and direct result of a charity’s
activities. Output measures can cover a diverse range of information about a charity, including numbers of
beneficiaries, partners and stakeholders, demographic information and more. Ci breaks out a subsection of
these measurements we call “Level of Service” related to the scope and quantity of the services provided.
Level of Service may focus on how much, how many, and/or how o en a service is delivered.
Problem: The specific condition that a charity seeks to change or alleviate.
Program: A set of deliberate, planned activities, specifically managed, with a unified focus and goal.
Reporting: The information that a charity makes publicly available, regarding its activities, finances and
performance. This information is typically presented on an organization’s website and in its annual report.
(See CICA, Improved Annual Reporting by Not-For-Profit Organizations).
Theory of Change: A clear explanation of how a charity expects to achieve its mission and vision through
its strategic intervention, taking into account the nature of the problem, degree of need, causes, context,
and beneficiaries.

The Ski Trails
Map
Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating:
EASY
INTERMEDIATE
EXPERT

Ci introduced Ski Trails a er noticing a common theme in the types of responses we received from charities
related to the Results Reporting grade. Although charities wanted to improve their scores, they did not know
where to start. The technical Results Reporting Scoring Guide that Ci analysts use is long, wordy, and confusing
to first-time readers.
Ci analyzed the Keystone 26 Questions and identified which questions were 'easy' versus 'hard' to answer for
charities to earn full points. Ci believes that by categorizing the Keystone 26 Questions by level of diﬀiculty,
charities will have a more concrete handle on where to pick up points without barreling headfirst into the most
diﬀicult questions.
Ci divided the questions into three categories (and one bonus question) based on how ski runs are classified by
diﬀiculty.
Ci's advice for charities looking to improve in Results Reporting: start with the Easy questions! Once you
maximize your points in this category, tackle the Intermediate ones. A er you've covered those, turn your focus
to Expert questions. Because Results Reporting can be a new concept, Ci likens tackling the three categories to
how you'd learn to ski - you don't skip your green and blue runs and go straight to black diamonds!

The Keystone 26
Questions: Ski Map

4: Notes from Katie

The six sections are not independent – scores in one section can aﬀect scores in other sections.

Activities
The Activities section is what I consider the apex of your charity’s Results Reporting Grade. Your charity's
performance in this section (typically) aﬀects your scores in all other sections. The purpose of this section is to
figure out your charity's program structure and assign relative weightings to your programs based on money
spent. These weightings determine whether your charity falls into the Minority, Majority, or All column for
program-specific questions scored using the three-column rubric.
Q5: identifies your charity’s core programs – I like to call them ‘program buckets.’ Consistency, clarity, and
simplicity are crucial. Your program structure should be reported consistently across your website and
publications (annual reports, strategic plans, etc.)
Q6: looks at how your charity allocated its mission spending to each core program in the most recent fiscal year.
For full points, you should break down total spending by your core programs, and the breakdown should align
with how you present your program structure. Reporting a lump sum for multiple programs earns a low score.
When there is insuﬀicient (or no) breakdown, Ci analysts assume all your programs receive an equal amount of
spending.
Why is this important? Donors looking at your website should be able to easily identify the programs on which
your charity spends most of its money. This information also helps Ci analysts identify which programs to focus
on when completing your Results Reporting evaluation. Rarely do charities with 10+ programs allocate funds
equally to each. More o en, there is a dominant program that receives over 50% of program spending, and two or
more Minority programs that each receive under 50%. Data reported on larger programs earns more points than
data reported on smaller programs.

Notes from Katie

Outputs
The critical questions
Q7: looks for quantified outputs for each core program.
Q8: looks for the number of clients served by each core program, and the total number of clients your
charity served over the year with relevant demographic breakdown(s).
The main idea
Your scores in Q7 and Q8 set limits on the maximum scores you can receive in all but one (Q12) of the
remaining five Outputs questions. Why? The columns your charity scores in for these two questions
(Minority, Majority, or All) influence the columns you may score in for the remaining Outputs questions.
There may be column movement to the le , but not to the right of the 'boundary' set by your scores in
Q7 and Q8. The data found in these two questions is what Ci bases the remaining output scores on.
What this means: if you are in the Majority column in Q7 and Q8, you cannot score in the All column
within the remaining outputs questions (except Q12).
Important note
Clearly assigning your output and client data to corresponding programs makes it easy for donors (and
Ci analysts) to understand what each of your programs accomplished during the year. If you state
outputs and client numbers generally (to encompass all programs), it does not mean your charity will
score in the All column in Q7 and Q8 (this does not apply to one-program charities). If your charity has
multiple programs but key outputs are not reported for each program separately, Ci analysts score your
charity in the Minority column.

Notes from Katie
The six sections are NOT independent – scores in one section can aﬀect scores in other sections.

Outcomes
The critical question:
This section is similar to Outputs. Q15 is the most important question. It looks for quantified outcomes
for each major program. The column your charity scores in for Q15 sets the rightmost 'boundary' for all
but one (Q20) of the remaining Outcomes questions.
Important note: Outputs versus Outcomes
Outcomes and outputs o en get confused. Outputs quantify what your charity did during the year as a
result of running its programs. Outputs can be measured immediately; think of things like the number of
support sessions held, research grants distributed, active development projects or disaster responses
made during the year.
Outcomes quantify the (positive) change resulting from your outputs. They are long-term consequences
of the work your charity does. I view outcomes as quantified measures of change: how program outputs
have added value to the community, improved the lives of those served, or otherwise improved the
status of the problem your charity hopes to solve or eliminate.
Consider this case: XYZ charity has a program that provides job training. This program's key output
could be the number of training sessions held, broken down by training type. Its client count would be
the number of unique people who attended the sessions. Example: "This past year, XYZ charity ran 25
sessions in total. This included 15 for computer training and 10 for interview preparation. 150 people
attended computer training sessions (50 unique clients) and 70 people attended interview workshops
(30 unique clients)."
An outcome for this program could be the number of people who went on to secure jobs a er attending
XYZ's training sessions. Example: "Using the information learned by attending our training sessions, 12 of
XYZ clients secured full-time jobs during the year."

Notes from Katie

Quality
Disclaimer: Q22 is a bonus question – it is where your charity can earn points if you hired a
third party to externally evaluate your programs. Because this is o en expensive, we do not
expect charities to do this. Accreditation by Imagine Canada earns some points!
Q23 evaluates the amount of information available for your charity’s programs and how easy
this information is to find. If Ci analysts have to scour a website and read multiple reports to get
a complete picture of your charity’s work and results, this is not ideal. A donor should be able to
go to your website and easily learn about major programs, outputs, outcomes, and programrelated learning.
Q24 looks for well-rounded reporting on program activities. In addition to what went well
during the year, we want to see data on what did not go well, what did not work, or which
targets were not met. Quantified data on setbacks or failures to achieve goals earn points.

Learning
This section focuses on whether your charity tracks its program performance, analyzes and
studies the data, and makes smart program changes based on what was learned. Programs that
stay the same over time lose eﬀectiveness as the surrounding world changes. We want to see
that your charity adapts, creates, and/or modifies its programs according to what does and
does not work.

5: The Keystone
26 Questions
Section 1: Strategy
Q1. Mission: Does your charity have an easy-to-find, labelled statement describing what it does and why it does it?
Q2. Strategic plan: Does your charity discuss its strategy and explain how its programs work towards the mission?
Q3. Problem statement: Does your charity provide a detailed discussion of the problem(s) that each of its programs target?
Q4. Problem quantification: Does your charity quantify the problem(s) that it targets in terms of prevalence, scope, and/or
magnitude?

Section 2: Activities
Q5. Program structure: Does your charity clearly outline its program structure?
Q6. Program spending: Does your charity clearly state how much it spends on its programs?

Section 3: Outputs
Q7. Quantified outputs: Does your charity quantify its program activity levels?
Q8. Quantified beneficiaries: Does your charity report the number of clients it helps through its programs?
Q9. Data trends: Does your charity report output and/or beneficiary data from previous years?
Q10. Data comparability: Are your charity's output metrics reasonable for similar charities to report, allowing for comparison?
Q11. Data timeliness: Are your charity's outputs clearly dated and current?
Q12. Quantified output goals: Does your charity describe quantified and dated output goals for its programs?
Q13. Data accuracy: Does your charity report outputs precisely and provide definitions and/or calculations when appropriate?

Section 4: Outcomes
Q14. Mention of outcomes: Does your charity comment on outcomes for its programs?
Q15. Quantified outcomes: Does your charity report quantified outcomes for its programs?
Q16. Data trends: Does your charity report quantified outcomes from previous years?
Q17. Data comparability: Are your charity's outcome metrics reasonable for similar charities report, allowing for comparison?
Q18. Data timeliness: Are your charity's outcomes clearly dated and current?
Q19. Outcome longevity: Does your charity wait to assess its outcomes to measure its long-term eﬀects?
Q20. Quantified outcome goals: Does your charity describe dated and quantified outcome goals for its programs?
Q21. Data accuracy: Does your charity report outcomes precisely and provide definitions and/or calculations when appropriate?

Section 5: Quality
Q22. Reliability: Have your charity's program results been reviewed by a third party?
Q23. Clarity: Does your charity provide output and outcome data for most programs? Is this information easy to find?
Q24. Balance: Does your charity present a holistic view of its activities, including both positive and negative performance?

Section 6: Learning
Q25. Program-related learning: Does your charity describe program-related learning made within the last two years?
Q26. Informed program changes: Does your charity make program changes based on what it has learned?

Section 1: Strategy
Q1. Mission: Does your charity have an easy-to-find, labelled statement describing what it
does and why it does it?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: EASY
Purpose: A clear, easy-to-find section describing what your charity does and why helps donors
understand your work, goals, and outcomes.
Ideal: There is a clearly labelled, easy-to-find section where your charity states what it does
and why it does it. This is o en labelled as a 'Mission' and 'Vision.'
Good: There is a clearly labelled, easy-to-find section where your charity states what it does
or why it does it, but not both.
Something: There is no labelled section, but there is a statement somewhere obvious on
your charity's website describing what it does and why it does it.
Nothing: No statement describing what your charity does or why it does it.

For your
whole charity
Ideal

10

Good

7

Something

3

Nothing

0

Section 1: Strategy
Ideal example: Food Banks Canada

1

3
2

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

MET?

Clearly labelled

✔ (1)

The 'what'

✔ (2)

The 'why'

✔ (3)

Section 1: Strategy
Q2. Strategic plan: Does your charity have a clearly labelled discussion that explains how
each of its programs relates to its mission?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: INTERMEDIATE
Purpose: Donors want to understand why your charity runs its programs, and they can learn
this when you describe how each program works toward the overall mission. Common
strategy labels include: strategic plan, strategic direction, logic framework, logic model, or
theory of change.
Ideal: Your charity has a clearly labelled discussion or figure that provides a detailed
explanation of how each program operates to work toward the mission.
Good: Your charity has a clearly labelled discussion or figure that briefly explains how each
program operates to work toward the mission.
Something: Your charity has an unlabelled discussion that connects its programs to the
mission.
Nothing: No discussion can be found for your charity's program strategy.
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Section 1: Strategy
Ideal example: United Way Calgary
United Way Calgary has a 2018-2022 Strategic Plan posted on its website.

1

3

For each of its core programs (Overcoming Poverty, Successful
Kids, and Strong Communities), it explains what it does and
describes the key outcomes that relate to the mission:

The report includes its mission
and vision:

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

MET?

Clearly labelled

✔ (1)

Mention of mission + programs

✔ (2)

How mission is achieved

✔ (3)

Detailed

✔

2

Section 1: Strategy
Q3. Problem statement: Does your charity describe the problem(s) its programs target?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: EASY
Purpose: Donors o en give to charities that target problems they hold close to heart. Because
of this, it is important for your charity to identify and explain the key issue(s) that it addresses
through its programs.
Ideal: Your charity has a detailed discussion in one place that describes the problem(s) it
targets. The discussion analyzes causes, consequences, and who is aﬀected.
Good: Your charity has a short discussion about the problem(s) it targets. The discussion
mentions causes, consequences, or who is aﬀected.
Something: Your charity briefly mentions the problem(s) it targets, but the information is
not comprehensive.
Nothing: Your charity does not mention the problem(s) it targets.
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programs
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Section 1: Strategy
Ideal example: Daily Bread Food Bank
Visit Daily Bread Food Bank’s website (www.dailybread.ca) to view the full 2018 Who’s
Hungry report, which oﬀers a detailed analysis of the current state of hunger in Toronto.
Table of Contents for the report:

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

MET?

Detailed

✔

Causes, consequences, people aﬀected

✔ (see arrows)

All in one place

✔

Section 1: Strategy
Q4. Problem quantification: Does your charity quantify the problem(s) it targets?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: INTERMEDIATE
Purpose: Problem quantification helps donors scope the problem – is it urgent? Is there a
need? Donors can use quantified data to judge the scale of the problem your charity seeks to
solve so they can make informed giving decisions.
Ideal: Your charity provides absolute numbers quantifying the prevalence, scope, and/or
magnitude of the problem. It quantifies multiple aspects of the problem and includes some
relevant breakdown (subcategories, subgroups of those aﬀected, etc).
Good: Your charity provides problem quantification on one dimension with some
breakdown.
Something: Your charity does one of the following: provides summary statistics on the
problem; quantifies the level of demand for your charity's services; or quantifies the
problem using your own client data.
Nothing: No numerical data found that quantifies the problem(s) your charity targets.
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Section 1: Strategy
Ideal example: United Way Halton & Hamilton
United Way Halton & Hamilton has three core granting programs. For each, there is a
Backgrounder report similar to the one presented below:

1

3

2

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

MET?

Prevalence, with subcategories

✔ (1)

Multiple aspects of problem barriers

✔ (2)

Additional quantification using own data

✔ (3)

Section 2: Activities
Q5. Program structure: Does your charity clearly outline its programs?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: EASY
Purpose: Donors want to understand your charity's activities. If you focus your
communications on programs that represent only a fraction of total activities, donors do not
get the whole picture of your charity's results and what their donations are funding in the
community.
Ideal: A labelled and clear overview of your charity’s programs, consistently presented
across its website/publications (annual report, newsletters, etc.).
Good: A labelled and clear overview of your charity's programs is provided, but there is
some inconsistency across the website/publications.
Something: Your charity describes its programs generally.
Nothing: Your charity does not talk explicitly about its programs.

For your
whole charity
Ideal

10

Good

7

Something

3

Nothing

0

Section 2: Activities
Ideal example: Victim Services Toronto
VST has a Programs landing page with summarized descriptions of its five core programs
(volunteer work falls under Crisis Response work). Under each summary, a 'Learn More' link
takes you to individual program web pages that provide detailed program descriptions.

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

MET?

Labeled, clear overview

✔

Consistent presentation

✔

Section 2: Activities
Q6. Program spending: Does your charity clearly state how much it spends on its programs?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: EASY
Purpose: This question numerically assesses the relative size of each of your charity's
programs. Using your program spending breakdown, Ci assigns weightings to all programs.
This is what Ci analysts use to place your charity in the Minority, Majority, or All column for
questions scored using the three-column rubric.
Ideal: Your charity reports how much it spent on each of its core programs somewhere on
your website (i.e. not just in the audited financials). For single-program charities, a
'breakdown' of program spending is not required.
Good: Your charity has a detailed program spending breakdown, but it is only found in the
audited financials, OR your charity provides a program spending breakdown that includes
clumped costs for multiple programs (i.e. further breakdown would be useful).
Something: Your charity reports total program spending with no breakdown, OR your
charity provides a program spending breakdown that does not match the amounts
reported in the audited financials.
Nothing: Your charity does not provide program spending information.

For your
whole charity
Ideal

10

Good

7

Something

3

Nothing

0

Section 2: Activities
Ideal example: Children's Cottage Society
In its 2018 annual report, Children's Cottage Society provides a detailed and clear
breakdown of its expenses, with $ amounts for all programs. Viewers can easily determine
which programs account for most of the charity's spending.

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

MET?

On website, not in financial statements

✔

Detailed breakdown: all programs

✔

Section 3: Outputs
Q7. Quantified outputs: Does your charity quantify its activity levels on a per-program basis?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: EASY
Purpose: Outputs are what your charity produces as a direct result of running its program(s).
It quantifies how much, how many, or how o en your charity delivered a service. Outputs
represent what actually happened (stated in past tense). Reporting outputs on an
"annualized, per-program basis" means that outputs are holistic for one year of running a
program, not single-day or special event data accounting for a small portion of a full fiscal
year.
Ideal: Your charity reports two quantified outputs per program.
Good: Your charity reports one quantified output per program.
Something: Your charity reports approximated outputs (e.g. ‘hundreds’ or ‘dozens’,).
Nothing: Your charity does not report quantified outputs for its programs.
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programs
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3
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Section 3: Outputs
Ideal example: Canadian Organization for Development through Education (CODE)
CODE has two international programs:

Reading CODE operates in 8 countries. For each,
CODE provides the following data in its annual
report:

CODE provides overarching Burt Awards data in
its annual report:

CODE also provides details for each location the
program runs in:

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

2 outputs for Reading CODE program?
2 outputs for Burt Awards program?

MET?
Project Locations ✔
Books distributed ✔
Titles awarded ✔
Books distributed ✔

Section 3: Outputs
Q8. Quantified beneficiaries: Does your charity quantify the number of people it helps?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: EASY
Purpose: This question is linked to Question 7. Your charity's beneficiaries, or clients, may
include people, organizations, communities, patients, families, etc., reached by your
programs. Quantified client data helps donors gauge your charity's reach. Similar to outputs,
this data must be what actually happened (stated in past tense).
Ideal: Your charity reports total number of people helped for the year with demographic
breakdown and the number of people helped by program.
Good: Your charity reports total number of people helped for the year with demographic
breakdown OR the number of people helped by program.
Something: Your charity reports total number of people helped with no breakdown,
or total number of people helped since founding (cumulative).
Nothing: Your charity does not quantify the number of people it helped.

Minority of

Majority of

All

programs

programs

programs

Ideal

3

7

10

Good

2

4

7
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1

2

3

Nothing

0
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0

Section 3: Outputs
Ideal example: SKETCH
Total client count for the year:
1,318 people.

Demographic breakdown of
total clients:

Breakdown of clients by program division:
Discover, Develop and Launch:

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

MET?

Total clients

✔

with demographic breakdown?

✔
Discover ✔

Clients for each program?

Develop ✔
Launch ✔

Section 3: Outputs
Q9. Data trends: Does your charity report output and/or client data from previous years?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: EASY
Purpose: Donors cannot gauge whether a program is growing or shrinking from a single year
of output data. By providing year-to-year comparisons, donors can see trends and growth in
your charity's programs.
Note that this is scored on a per-program basis.
Ideal: Two outputs provided for three consecutive years in contiguous text, table, or direct
link.
Good: One output provided for two consecutive years in contiguous text, a table, or direct
link. This could be an absolute number and % change from last year.
Something: Word comparisons for one output, or 2+ years of Annual Reports available on
one page that report the same output(s).
Nothing: No historical output data found.

Minority of

Majority of

All

programs

programs

programs

Ideal

3

7

10

Good

2

4

7

Something

1

2

3

Nothing

0

0

0

Section 3: Outputs
Ideal example: Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation
PMCF has a Social Results Reporting web page that provides historical data for multiple
output/client metrics, including researchers funded, clinic visits, and medical treatments.

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

MET?

Two or more outputs?

✔

Three or more years

✔

Section 3: Outputs
Q10. Data comparability: Are your charity's output metrics reasonable for similar charities to
report, allowing for comparison?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: INTERMEDIATE
Purpose: If your charity reports metrics that are commonly provided by charities in your
sector, it allows donors to infer your charity's scope in relation to these other charities in the
same sector. Reporting common metrics may not represent the quality of your work, but it
allows people to compare charities with relative ease.
Ideal: Your charity reports output indicators that are standardized or common metrics,
allowing for direct comparison with other charities.
Good: Your charity reports output indicators that are reasonable for similar charities to
report. Data on the number of people helped includes adequate context for donors to
understand what these people actually received from your program.
Something: Your charity's output and client data is not reported with enough
detail/context for donors to understand how comparable it is to other charity data.
Nothing: The charity's output metrics are specific to your programs, preventing
comparison.

Minority of

Majority of

All

programs

programs

programs

Ideal

3

7

10

Good

2

4

7

Something

1

2

3

Nothing

0

0

0

Section 3: Outputs
Ideal examples:
Sector
Advocacy

Animal welfare

Common metrics
Hours spent lobbying | Website hits, with time spent on page | Amount of ad space
purchased to educate public
Amount of food fed to animals in lb, kg | number of spay/neuter procedures performed |
Amount of medicine provided by dose | Number of cage days

Arts & culture

Attendance rate for show/gallery/exhibition

Education

Education hours provided (with appropriate context) | Number of enrolled clients

Environment

Acres of land secured/protected/conserved

Hospital foundation
Palliative care
Health: Prevention

Number of grants with $ amounts | Funded hospital outputs (new admissions,
discharges, length of stay, total patient days)
Number of bed nights | Length of stay of clients | New admissions | Patient days
Website hits, with time spent on page | Amount of ad space purchased to educate
public

Health: Research

Number of studies funded with $ amount

Granting

Outputs of grantees

International aid

Number of vaccinations given | Amount of emergency relief provided (water, food) in
common metric (L, lb, kg) | Amount of medication provided by dose

Social services: Addiction

Number of bed nights | Number of new admissions | Amount of food provided in lb, kg

Social services: At-risk

Number of bed nights | Number of hours of counseling | Amount of food provided in lb,

youth

kg

Social services: Food bank

Amount of food distributed/provided in lb, kg

Social services: Homeless

Number of bed nights | Amount of food provided in lb, kg | Amount of medication

shelter

provided by dose | Number of new clients

Social services: housing

Number of room nights

Sports & recreation

Hours of activities run, with adequate context on the activities

Section 3: Outputs
Q11. Data Timeliness: Are the charity's outputs clearly dated and current?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: EASY
Purpose: It typically takes 4-6 months from the end of a fiscal year to prepare and publish an
annual report. So, output data is typically 4-6 months old by the time donors can access it. Ci
considers data timely for up to 18 months.
Ideal: All of your charity's output data is clearly dated and is less than 18 months old.
Good: Your charity's output data is not explicitly dated but is presented in an annual report
that is less than 18 months old, OR most but not all of your charity's output data is clearly
dated and less than 18 months old.
Something: Your charity's output data is clearly dated and is between 18 and 30 months
old.
Nothing: Your charity's output data is undated, OR clearly dated and more than 30
months old.

Minority of

Majority of

All

programs

programs

programs

Ideal

3

7

10

Good

2

4

7

Something

1

2

3

Nothing

0

0

0

Section 3: Outputs
Q12. Quantified output goals: Does your charity describe quantified and dated output goals
for its programs?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: EASY
Purpose: Goals allow donors to make giving decisions based on your charity's expectations
for future performance and how donated funds will be used.
Ideal: Your charity has a program output goal that (1) is quantified, (2) has a 12-month
target, and (3) has a mid-term or longer-term target.
Good: Your charity has a program output goal that (1) is quantified, and (2) is dated.
Something: Your charity has a program output goal that is quantified or dated, but not
both.
Nothing: Your charity does not mention output goals.
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Section 3: Outputs
Ideal example: Hope & Healing International (HHI, formerly Christian Blind Mission Canada)
HHI reports quantified output goals for each of its three major programs:

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

MET?

Goal is quantified?

✔

One-year target?

✔

Longer-term target?

✔

Section 3: Outputs
Q13. Data accuracy: Does your charity report outputs precisely and provide definitions,
calculations, and/or methods of data collection when appropriate?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: INTERMEDIATE
Purpose: Donors need to understand what your charity's outputs mean. Some charities count
clients as people who start the program; others count people who complete the program; and
some count people in attendance midway through. When donors understand how your
outputs are determined, they can make fair comparisons.
Ideal: Your charity states its outputs precisely, provides definitions for outputs, and
describes data collection methods when appropriate.
Good: Your charity states its outputs precisely and mentions data collection methods when
appropriate.
Something: Your charity states its outputs in clear terms, but does not mention definitions
or data collection methods.
Nothing: Your charity states its outputs vaguely and does not mention definitions or data
collection methods.
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Section 3: Outputs
Ideal example: World Renew
In its annual reports, World Renew reports its outputs with exact numbers - no rounding. It
also discloses how it calculates 'Participants.'

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

MET?

Outputs are precisely quantified?

✔

Definitions and data collection methods?

✔

Section 4: Outcomes
Q14. Mention of outcomes: Does your charity comment on outcomes for its programs?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: INTERMEDIATE
Purpose: Charities operate to create positive outcomes in their sector. Donors who give for
'results' are giving for outcomes. Ci recognizes that measuring outcomes quantitatively is
tricky, so this a 'gimme' question. We look for any mention of outcomes from your charity's
programs, including qualitative information.
Ideal: Your charity mentions outcomes (e.g. testimonials, success stories, anecdotes, or
staﬀ impressions). The only requirement here is that your outcomes are in past tense,
indicating they actually happened.
Something: Your charity demonstrates that it is aware of possible outcomes from its
programs, but does not describe any that actually happened (i.e. nothing in past tense).
Nothing: No mention of outcomes found.
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Section 4:
2: Outcomes
Outputs
Ideal example: Matthew's House Hospice
Matthew's House has a Testimonials page on its website where clients and client families
share how the hospice helped them.

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

MET?

Outcomes mentioned?

✔

Outcomes are in past tense?

✔

Section 4: Outcomes
Q15. Quantified outcomes: Does your charity report quantified outcomes for its programs?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: EXPERT
Purpose: When your charity quantifies outcomes, donor can assess the scope and magnitude
of your charity's results. For Majority programs, quantified outcomes should correspond to
the majority of program dollars spent to fall in the Majority column. Outcomes are the
measurable changes created as a result of your charity's outputs.
Ideal: Your charity reports outcomes with absolute numbers, and the data is less than five
years old.
Good: Your charity reports outcomes that are percentages, approximately quantified
numbers, or external study data, and the data is less than ten years old.
Something: Your charity reports outcomes that are mathematically specific words (third,
half, or majority. NOT many, several, or few).
Nothing: Your charity does not report quantified outcomes for its programs.
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Section 4:
2: Outcomes
Outputs
Ideal example: Quest Outreach Society
Commonly called Quest Food Exchange, this charity's core program is food recovery and
redistribution. The charity works with food banks and other community organizations to
provide food to hungry people. On its website, there is a F2017 'Facts & Stats' page that
reports multiple quantified outcomes:
933 tonnes of food diverted from landﬁll
46 tonnes of greenhouse gas equivalents prevented from entering the atmosphere

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

MET?

Outcomes are absolute numbers?

✔

Outcomes are in past tense?

✔

Outcomes are for 1 year?

✔

Section 4: Outcomes
Q16. Data trends: Does your charity report quantified outcomes from previous years?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: EXPERT
Purpose: The rationale behind this question is the same as Q9. Historical data allows donors
to see trends in your charity's outcome performance. Because long-term outcomes are hard
to measure year-over-year, Ci accepts period-to-period comparisons (e.g. every five years).
Ideal: Quantified outcomes are provided for two prior periods, either in contiguous
text/table or via direct links.
Good: Quantified outcomes are provided for one prior period through one of the options
outlined above.
Something: Your charity provides word comparisons on its outcomes (e.g. greater/less
than) for one prior period, or your charity has multiple years of Annual Reports posted on
one page with the same outcome indicator clearly presented in both reports.
Nothing: No comparison of your charity's outcomes to prior periods.
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Section 4:
2: Outcomes
Outputs
Ideal example: JUMP Math
National Book Fund annually evaluates the JUMP Math program. Its major outcome is
"average student growth rate related to WRAT-4," which quantifies the average improvement
in JUMP Math student test scores relative to non-JUMP Math equivalents. It uses a math
computation sub-test of the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT-4).
"Relative growth in math achievement" (relative to WRAT-4 standardization sample) is
defined as the ratio of (1) observed growth to (2) expected growth in student scores.
(1) Observed growth: diﬀerence between a student's actual test scores in spring and fall.
(2) Expected growth: diﬀerence between a student's expected spring score and actual fall
score, where expected spring score: calculated raw score in spring that would result in the
same standard score the student obtained in the fall. More details can be found in the full
report, available here.

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

MET?

Outcomes provided for 2 prior periods?

✔

Data in contiguous text/table?

✔

Section 4: Outcomes
Q17. Data comparability: Are your charity's outcome metrics comparable to what similar
charities could report?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: EXPERT
Purpose: The rationale behind this question is the same as Q10. Being able to compare your
charity's outcomes to similar charities helps donors learn more about your charity's scope in
its respective sector.
Ideal: Your charity's outcome indicators are standardized or common metrics. This could
include what you report to government or other standards-setting body.
Good: Your charity's outcome indicators are reasonable for similar charities to report.
For medical research, publications in journals is Good.
Something: Your charity's outcome indicators meet Good or Ideal requirements but are
more than ten years old.
Nothing: Your charity's outcome indicators are specific to its programs, preventing
comparison.
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Section 4:
2: Outcomes
Outputs
Ideal example: Habitat For Humanity Canada (HFHC)
HFHC underwent a social audit by Boston Consulting Group (BCG) in 2015. One of the major
outcomes calculated by BCG in the report is 'social return on investment,' or SROI. This
outcome represents how much added value a charity's work returns to society per $1
donated. HFHC's SROI was 4:1. More details on how this value was calculated are provided in
the full report, available here. SROIs oﬀer a standardized metric that can be used to compare
charities operating in diﬀerent sectors.

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

MET?

Outcome is in a standardized metric?

✔

Outcome metric can be compared
across charity sectors?

✔

Section 4: Outcomes
Q18. Data timeliness: Are your charity's outcomes clearly dated and current?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: EXPERT
Purpose: The rationale behind this question is the same as Q11. However, outcome
measurements are usually harder to make than output measurements: they may take time to
present themselves, the measurement process may be complex, and reconnecting with past
clients can be hard. When annual measures are possible, donors would benefit from seeing
annual data from your charity. However, if your charity uses third-party evaluations to
measure outcomes, in-depth studies up to 5 years old are considered timely.
Ideal: If your charity's outcomes are self-compiled, they are explicitly dated within the past
18 months. If your charity's outcomes are measured via third-party evaluations, the studies
are published within the past five years.
Good: If your charity's outcomes are self-compiled, they are not explicitly dated but
provided in a report dated within the past 18 months (such as an Annual Report). Or, your
charity's outcome data includes a mix of current and outdated data, such as cumulative
outcomes since program inception.
Something: If your charity's outcomes are self-compiled, they are explicitly dated between
18 and 30 months old. If your charity's outcomes are measured via third-party evaluations,
the studies are published over five years ago.
Nothing: The outcomes your charity reports are not dated.
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Section 4: Outcomes
Q19. Outcome longevity: Does your charity wait to assess its outcomes to measure its longterm eﬀects?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: EXPERT
Purpose: When your charity measures outcomes some time a er your programs end, donors
can be more certain that your charity's programs have lasting eﬀects. However, the longer you
wait to evaluate outcomes, the more diﬀicult and expensive the process gets. So, any data
that speaks to long-term eﬀects gets some credit.
Exception: 'survival' outcomes linked to providing basic human needs (food, shelter, clothes)
score Nothing for this question unless your charity measures the long-term outcome of
providing such services.
Ideal: Your charity measures its outcomes more than 12 months a er your programs end.
Good: Your charity measures its outcomes between 6 and 12 months a er your programs
end.
Something: Your charity measures its outcomes less than six months a er your programs
end.
Nothing: No way to tell when your charity measured its outcomes.
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Section 4:
2: Outcomes
Outputs
Ideal example: Junior Achievement Canada (JAC)
JAC hired Boston Consulting Group (BCG) to do a social audit on its Junior Achievement (JA)
program in 2010. All outcomes evaluated by BCG were based on data collected by past
'Achievers' aged 20 or older (program alumni). Because the JA program works with high
school students, it is fair to assume these outcomes were measured over 12 months a er
program completion.

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL
Outcome measured > 12 months a er
program ended?

MET?

✔

Section 4: Outcomes
Q20. Quantified outcome goals: Does your charity describe dated and quantified outcome
goals for its programs?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: INTERMEDIATE
Purpose:The rationale behind this question is similar to Q12. Ci rates this question more
diﬀicult than Q12 because identifying metrics and informed targets for outcomes can be
harder than for outputs.
Ideal: Your charity describes output goals that are quantified and dated, with both (1) a 12month target and (2) either a mid-term or longer-term target.
Good: Your charity describes outputs goals that are quantified and dated, with either a 12month or long-term target.
Something: Your charity describes outcome goals that are either quantified or dated (not
both). If not dated, the goals should be attainable and can be assessed within five years.
Nothing: Your charity does not describe any quantified or dated outcome goals.
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Section 4:
2: Outcomes
Outputs
Good example: Movember Canada
Movember Canada distributes funding for research in prostate and testicular cancer, men's
health, and men's mental health. In its F2018 annual report, it states long-term goals for
each of these three areas:

Ideal: For full points, additional granularity on the timeline of these metrics is necessary.
This could be achieved by stating mid-term targets that the charity hopes to reach by F2024.

Section 4: Outcomes
Q21. Data accuracy: Are your charity's outcomes stated precisely, with definitions and/or
calculations when appropriate?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: EXPERT
Purpose:The rationale behind this question is similar to Q13. Donors should be able to
understand what your charity's outcomes mean and how they are measured. Outcomes can
be hard to collect and collection methods are rarely consistent between charities. Because of
this, it is important to define outcome measurement and/or collection methods.
Ideal: Your charity's outcomes are precise numbers and you have an appendix that
includes outcome definitions, methods of data collection, and/or methodologies, when
appropriate (sample sizes, assumptions, calculations, etc).
Good: Your charity's outcomes are precise numbers, and you summarize data collection
methods, when appropriate.
Something: Your charity's outcomes are stated relatively clearly but there is no description
of data collection methods.
Nothing: Your charity's outcomes are vaguely stated and you do not mention definitions or
methods of data collection.
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Section 4:
2: Outcomes
Outputs
Ideal example: University of Saskatchewan (UoS)
UoS underwent a social audit in 2015 by RTI International to measure the charity's economic
impact in Canada. UoS provides links to two reports: the Final 'Economic Impact Study' and
the 'Economic Impact Study with technical appendix.'
Major outcomes reported include:

The technical report provides detailed explanations about how each outcome was determined.
Images below are of the report's Table of Contents, to show the type of information and level of
detail in the report.

Section 5:
2: Quality
Outputs
Q22. Reliability: Have your charity's program results been reviewed by a third party?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: BONUS
Purpose: If your charity hired a third-party to evaluate its program performance, it adds an
extra level of confidence in your data. This process is expensive though, so Ci considers this
question a 'bonus.'
Note: audited financial statements do not count for this question.
Ideal: One of the following:
Your charity underwent a social audit from an accredited source. Donors can read the
letter of assurance.
Your charity hired a third party to evaluate its program(s), which included controls and
provides results on key program metrics.
Good: One of the following:
Your charity mentions a social audit or third-party evaluation, but does not give details.
Your charity hired a third party for an independent assessment of your program(s) but
the evaluation did not involve controls.
Something: Your charity indicates some degree of independence in evaluating program
performance (e.g. an independent member added to a program assessment team, a
program assessment team that is independent of the team running the program).
Imagine Canada Standards accreditation or CARF accreditation meet this requirement.
Nothing: Your charity does not mention any independent program assessment.
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Section 5:
4: Quality
2:
Outcomes
Outputs
Ideal example: Habitat For Humanity Canada (HFHC)

HFHC hired Boston Consulting Group
(BCG) to perform a detailed
evaluation of its flagship home
ownership program in 2015.
BCG's assessment included HFHC's
Social Return on Investment ($4 per
$1 spent) as well as multiple
outcomes for partner families
compared to control families.
Exhibits 1 and 3 provide details on
each of these assessments,
respectively.

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

MET?

Social audit by accredited source?

✔

Results on key metrics provided?

✔

Evaluation includes controls?

✔

Section 5:
2: Quality
Outputs
Q23. Clarity: Does your charity provide output and outcome information for most of your
programs? Is this information easy to find?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: INTERMEDIATE
Purpose: Donors have limited time. They should not have to dig for key information about
your charity's programs, outputs, and outcomes - these results should be easy to find. Factors
to consider include: the number of clicks a donor must make to access important data on
your charity's website; whether clear headers and sections make your website easy to
navigate; whether key social results data is buried in paragraphs of text.
Ideal: Your charity's results are easy to find. Key output and outcome data is clearly
summarized for all core programs.
Good: Your charity's results are relatively easy to find, with some room for improvement
(e.g. donors have to make inferences, synthesize information, or dig for particular program
results).
Something: One of the following:
Your charity's results require a substantial amount of time and eﬀort to find.
Your charity would otherwise score Good or Ideal, but there is minimal output and/or
outcome information provided.
Nothing: Your charity does not report on its social results.
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Section 5: Quality
Ideal example: Calgary Food Bank
Check out Calgary Food Bank for a great example of clear, comprehensive, and easy-to-find
results reporting. Most of the information Ci looks for in the 26 Keystone Questions can be
found in one of three places:
(1) Calgary Food Bank's 'About' page - info on Strategy
(2) Calgary Food Bank's annual reports - info on Strategy, Activities, Outputs and Outcomes
(2) Calgary Food Bank's 'Charity Intelligence' page - covers Activities, Outputs and Outcomes
Calgary Food Bank consistently earns an A+ grade in Results Reporting when evaluated by
Charity Intelligence.

Section 5: Quality
Q24. Balance: Does your charity present a candid view of program performance, including
both positive and negative information?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: EASY
Purpose: Donors appreciate when charities provide more information than just 'marketing
fluﬀ.' Your charity's communications (newsletters, annual reports, etc.) should focus on
informing, not selling. Your charity should report a well-rounded picture of its program
performance, reporting what went well and what did not go well. Negative information may
include failure to meet program goals, major setbacks, or other disappointing performance.
Ideal: Your charity has quantified data (i.e. absolute numbers) that describes negative
program performance.
Good: Your charity describes negative program-related information through word
comparisons or percentages (no way to calculate absolute numbers).
Something: Your charity mentions poor program performance but does not use numbers.
Nothing: Your charity provides only positive, upbeat information regarding its program
performance.
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Section 5: Quality
Ideal example: Distress Centres Toronto (DCT)
In its annual report, DCT reports negative performance indicators for multiple call/chat
programs.
OVERALL chat experience data:
Dissatisfied clients

ONTX (Online Text and Chat) call outcomes:
No perceived diﬀerence, hang-ups

CAMH Warm Transfer Line call outcomes:
Dissatisfied clients, no change.

Suicide & Homicide Loss Survivor
Support programs: client wait time
for help

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

MET?

Negative charity performance?

✔

Information quantified?

✔

Also worth mentioning: Engineers Without Borders (EWB) Canada. EWB Canada
does something unique among the charitable sector. Every year it releases two
publications: an Annual Report AND a Failure Report. Check it out here.

Section 5: Learning
Q25. Program-related learning: Does your charity describe what it has learned about its
program performance over the past two years?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: INTERMEDIATE
Purpose: Monitoring your charity's program performance using tracked metrics generates
data that you can (and should!) reflect on and learn from. Tracked metrics can help you
identify how best to operate your programs.
Ideal: Your charity describes detailed program-related information learned over the past
two years and links it to one or more tracked metrics.
Good: Your charity describes detailed program-related information learned over the past
two years, but it is not linked to tracked metrics.
Something: Your charity describes general program-related information learned over the
past two years.
Nothing: Your charity does not mention any program-related learning made over the past
two years.
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Section 5: Learning
Ideal example: Mississauga Food Bank (MFB)
In its 2017 "The Face of Hunger in Mississauga" report, MFB describes what it learned about
the city's current hunger status based on year-over-year changes in tracked metrics like Visit
count, Age of clients (child, adult, or senior), and Income source of clients.

CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

MET?

Explains what was learned?

✔

Tracked program metrics used?

✔

Section 5: Learning
Q26. Informed program changes: Does your charity make program changes based on what it
has learned?

Ci's Diﬀiculty Rating: INTERMEDIATE
Purpose: Building on the purpose of Q25, it is important for your charity to make smart
program changes, when needed, based on what it has learned. If programs remain the same
over time, they become ineﬀective as the world changes and your primary clients' needs
change. Your charity should adapt, create, and/or end programs according to what does and
does not work.
Ideal: Your charity describes, in detail,a program change made in the past year. You justify
the program change using what you learned about the program, based on tracked metrics.
Good: Your charity describes a program change made in the past year, or explains why no
program changes were made, based on key learning that is not linked to tracked metrics.
Something: Your charity mentions a small program change made in the past year, or you
explain why no program changes were made, without any link to key learning.
Nothing: Your charity does not mention any program changes made during the year and
does not give reasons for not changing anything.
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Section 5: Learning
Ideal example: CanadaHelps
CanadaHelps oﬀers an online donation platform to bridge the gap between donors and
charities, which helps all charities, regardless of size, access eﬀective fundraising technologies.
In its 2018 annual report, CanadaHelps talks about Customizable Donation Forms, a new tool it
introduced for charities during the year based on key learning about Canadian donors.

1
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CRITERIA FOR IDEAL

MET?

Learning with tracked metrics

✔ (1)

What was changed/implemented

✔ (2)
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